## The UNSW Art & Design Awards 2014

**Prize** | **Winner**
--- | ---
**Annual 2014 Media Arts Prizes**
The 3D CGI Animation Award | Kidakorn Tangsucharittham
The 3D CGI Modelling Award | Tom Coe
The Animal Logic Encouragement Award | Kidakorn Tangsucharittham
The Animation Award | Joseph Lui
The Hackett Film Encouragement award | Joseph Lui
The Luscious International Encouragement Award | Natalia Chow
The Music or Soundtrack | Angus Mills
The Overall Production Award | Benjamin Ulitzka-Portnoy
The Screen Based Installation Award | Kieran Bryant
The Short Film Award | Patrick Fong
The Sound Design Award | Tess Montgomery-Hughes
Honorary Mention Awards | Andres Bustamante, Xinying Cheng, Angela Davis, Jasleen Kaur, Lucia Stevens, Orphan Tas

**Annual 2014 Graduation Prizes**
The A&E Metal Merchants Prize | Kristy Hewison
The A&E Metal Merchants Prize | Anna Wales
The Art Scene Annual Award for Painting / Drawing | Terrence Combos
The Art Scene Canson Paper Award for Printmaking | Lorna Macritchie
The Art Scene Chroma Drawing Award | Georgie Emslie
The Art Scene Faber-Castell Drawing Award | Jodi Clark
The Art Scene Matisse Painting Award | Martin Cordoba
The Art Scene Printmaking Award | Anna Russell
The Art Scene Printmaking Award | McKenzie Gledhill
The Art Scene Schmincke Painting Award | Chenzu Jiang
The Australian Centre for Photography Award | Robert Campbell Henderson
The Cloth Design Award for the Most Outstanding Textile Based Design Project | Sylvia Klus
The REAL Impact Social Activist Design Award | Natasha Knight
The Dinosaur Designs Prize | Meghan Amy Rauch
The Earle Backen Award | Yao Zhang
The Eckersley's Painting Prize | Lisa McCleary
The Frost* Design Award for The BIG Idea - Lauren Bonner
The Graphic Art Mount Award for Photomedia - Zac Svendsen
The John Gage Prize for Colour - Kieran Butler
The Kayell Australia Award for Photomedia - Petrija Pajic
The Lindsay Prize - Olivia Wilson
The Longina Phillips Award for Excellence in Textiles - Gemma Rasdall
The Lucy Aspinall Photographic Prize - Zac Svendsen
The NAVA Ignition Prize for Professional Practice - Cynthia Lai
The Object Gallery Award - Kendall Brodie & Melissa Dounis
The Royal Doulton and UNSW Art & Design Award - Winner - Jaimee Paul
The Royal Doulton and UNSW Art & Design Award - Finalist - Genevieve Flynn
The Royal Doulton and UNSW Art & Design Award - Finalist - Elizabeth Hackney
The Royal Doulton and UNSW Art & Design Award - Finalist - Jessica McCullough
The Royal Doulton and UNSW Art & Design Award - Finalist - India Witzand
The Royal Doulton and UNSW Art & Design Award - Finalist - Annie Xu
The Sculpture Performance & Installation Award for Excellence - Giorgia Mack
The Space Furniture Award for Outstanding Furniture Design - Emily Ellis
The Sturt Graduate Prize - Annie Xu
The TAFTA Workshop Award - Ellen Zhu
The Viktoria Marinov Award - Jacqueline Mills
The Workshopped Award for Outstanding Responsible Design - Natasha Knight

Further 2014 Awards

2014 UNSW Art & Design Aboriginal Arts Residency Award - Nicole Monks
The Gallery Barry Keldoulis Award - Sonia Tanner
The Gallery Barry Keldoulis Award - Karen Sperotto
The Gallery Barry Keldoulis Award - Kieran Butler
The Gallery Barry Keldoulis Award - Kieran Bryant
The Gallery Barry Keldoulis Award - Alanah McKellar
The Gallery Barry Keldoulis Award - Jourdan Hancock
The Jenny Birt Award - Broc Webster
The Jenny Birt Award - High Commendation - Jane Guthleben
The William Fletcher Foundation Award - Cameron Scott
The William Fletcher Foundation Award - Maximilian Daniels
The William Fletcher Foundation Award - Jack Nibbs
Tim Olsen Drawing Prize - Yvonne East
Tim Olsen Drawing Prize - High Commendation - Michelle Cawthorn
Tim Olsen Drawing Prize - High Commendation - Jason Phu
Tim Olsen Drawing Prize - High Commendation - Kate Swinson